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Abstract   GPTIPS is a free, open source MATLAB based software platform for 

symbolic data mining (SDM). It uses a multigene variant of the biologically inspired 

machine learning method of genetic programming (MGGP) as the engine that drives 

the automatic model discovery process. Symbolic data mining is the process of ex-

tracting hidden, meaningful relationships from data in the form of symbolic equa-

tions. In contrast to other data-mining methods, the structural transparency of the 

generated predictive equations can give new insights into the physical systems or 

processes that generated the data. Furthermore, this transparency makes the models 

very easy to deploy outside of MATLAB. 

The rationale behind GPTIPS is to reduce the technical barriers to using, under-

standing, visualising and deploying GP based symbolic models of data, whilst at the 

same time remaining highly customisable and delivering robust numerical perfor-

mance for power users. In this chapter, notable new features of the latest version of 

the software - GPTIPS 2 - are discussed with these aims in mind. Additionally, a 

simplified variant of the MGGP high level gene crossover mechanism is proposed. 

It is demonstrated that the new functionality of GPTIPS 2 (a) facilitates the discov-

ery of compact symbolic relationships from data using multiple approaches, e.g. 

using novel gene-centric visualisation analysis to mitigate horizontal bloat and re-

duce complexity in multigene symbolic regression models (b) provides numerous 

methods for visualising the properties of symbolic models (c) emphasises the gen-

eration of graphically navigable libraries of models that are optimal in terms of the 

Pareto trade off surface of model performance and complexity and (d) expedites 

real world applications by the simple, rapid and robust deployment of symbolic 

models outside the software environment they were developed in. 
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1 Introduction 

Genetic programming (GP; [1]) is a biologically inspired machine learning 

method that evolves computer programs to perform a task. It does this by randomly 

generating a population of computer programs (usually represented by tree struc-

tures) and then breeding together the best performing trees to create a new popula-

tion. Mimicking Darwinian evolution, this process is iterated until the population 

contains programs that solve the task well.  

When building an empirical mathematical model of data acquired from a process 

or system, the process is known as symbolic data mining (SDM). SDM is an um-

brella term to describe a variety of related activities including generating symbolic 

equations predicting a continuous valued response variable using input/predictor 

variables (symbolic regression); predicting the discrete category of a response var-

iable using input variables (symbolic classification, e.g. see [2,3]) and generating 

equations that optimise some other criterion (symbolic optimisation, e.g. GPTIPS 

was used in this way to generate new chaotic attractors in [4]).  

Symbolic regression is perhaps the most well known of these activities (it is 

closely related to classical regression modelling) and the most widely used. Hence, 

much of the functionality of GPTIPS is targeted at facilitating it. Unlike traditional 

regression analysis (in which the user must specify the structure of the model and 

then estimate the parameters from the data), symbolic regression automatically 

evolves both the structure and the parameters of the mathematical model from the 

data. This allows it to both select the inputs (features) of the model and capture non-

linear behaviour. 

Symbolic regression models are typically of the form: 

 

ŷ = f (x1, ..., xM)       (1) 

 

where y is an output/response variable (the variable/property you are trying to 

predict), ŷ is the model prediction of y and x1, ..., xM are input/predictor variables 

(the variables/properties you know and want to use to predict y; they may or may 

not in fact be related to y) and f is a symbolic non-linear function (or a collection of 

non-linear functions). A typical simple symbolic regression model is:  

 

ŷ = 0.23 x1 + 0.33(x1 - x5) + 1.23 x3
2 - 3.34 cos(x1) + 0.22    (2) 

 

This model contains both linear and non-linear terms and the structure and pa-

rameterisation of these terms is automatically determined by the symbolic regres-

sion algorithm. Hence, it can be seen that symbolic regression provides a flexible – 

yet simple – approach to non-linear predictive modelling. 

Additional advantages of symbolic regression are: 
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 It can automatically create compact, accurate equations to predict the be-

haviour of physical systems. This appeals to the notion of Occam’s razor. In 

particular, the use of multigene GP (MGGP) within GPTIPS can exert a ‘re-

markable’ degree of control of model complexity in comparison with stand-

ard GP [5].  

 Unlike many soft-computing modelling methodologies - such as feed for-

ward artificial neural networks or support vector machines (SVMs) - no spe-

cialised modelling software environment is required to deploy the trained 

symbolic models. And, because the symbolic models are simple constitutive 

equations, a non-modelling expert can easily and rapidly implement them in 

any modern computing language. Furthermore, the simplicity of the model 

form means they are more maintainable than typical black box predictive 

models. 

 Examination of the evolved equations can often lead to human insight into 

the underlying physical processes or dynamics. In addition, the ability of a 

human user to understand the terms of a predictive equation can help instil 

trust in the model [6]. It is hard to overstate the importance of user under-

standing and trust in predictive models, although this is not often discussed 

in the predictive modelling literature. In contrast, it is extremely difficult, if 

not impossible, to gain insight into a neural net model where the 

‘knowledge’ about the data, system or process is encoded as network 

weights. 

 Discovery of a population of models (rather than a single model as in the 

majority of other predictive modelling techniques). The evolved population 

can be regarded as a model library and usually contains diverse models of 

varying complexity and performance. This gives the user choice and the 

ability to gain understanding of the system being modelled by examination 

of the model library.  

 

Note that the human related factors mentioned above, such as interpretation and 

deployment of models, are especially important when dealing with data obtained 

from highly multivariate non-linear systems of unknown structure [6] for which 

traditional analysis tends to be difficult or intractable.  

Hence, symbolic regression (and symbolic data mining in general) has many fea-

tures that make it an attractive basis for inducing simple, interpretable and deploy-

able models from data where the ‘true’ underlying relationships are high dimen-

sional and largely unknown. However, there has been a relative paucity of software 

that allows researchers to actually do symbolic data mining, and in many cases the 

existing software is either expensive, proprietary and closed source or requires a 

high degree of expertise in software configuration and machine learning to use it 

effectively.  

GPTIPS (an acronym for Genetic Programming Toolbox for the Identification 

of Physical Systems) was written to reduce the technical barriers to using symbolic 

data mining and to help researchers, who are not necessarily experts in computing 
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science or machine learning, to build and deploy symbolic models in their fields of 

research. It was also written to promote understanding of the model discovery mech-

anisms of MGGP and to allow researchers to add their own custom implementations 

of code to use MGGP in other non-regression contexts (e.g. [4]).  To this end, it was 

written as a free (subject to the GNU public software license, GPL v3), open source 

project in MATLAB.  

The use of MATLAB as the underlying platform confers the following benefits: 

 

  Robust, trustable, fast and automatically multi-threaded implementations 

of many matrix and vector math algorithms (these are used extensively in 

GPTIPS). 

  Widely taught at the undergraduate level and beyond at educational insti-

tutes around the world and hence is familiar (and site licensed) to a diverse 

array of students, researchers and other technical professionals. It is also 

heavily used in many commercial, technical and engineering environments. 

  Supported, regularly updated and bug fixed and extremely well docu-

mented. 

  Easy to use interface and interactive environment and supports the import 

and export of data in a wide variety of formats. 

 A robust symbolic math engine (MuPAD) that is exceptionally useful for 

the post-run processing, simplification, visualisation and export of symbolic 

models in different formats using variable precision arithmetic. 

 Runs on many OS platforms (i.e. Windows, Linux, Mac OSX) using the 

same code. 

 Increasing emphasis on parallel computing (e.g. GPTIPS 2 has a parallel 

mode and can use unlimited multiple cores to evolve and evaluate new mod-

els), GPU computing, cloud computing and other so called ‘big data’ fea-

tures such as memory-mapped variables. 

 

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a high level overview 

of GPTIPS and, in particular, the new features aimed at multigene regression model 

development in GPTIPS2. Section 3 is provided to review some different forms of 

symbolic regression in the context of classical regression analysis and describes the 

mechanisms of MGGP. Note that a basic tutorial level description of ‘standard’ GP 

is not provided here, as it is readily available elsewhere, e.g. [7]. Section 4 is used 

to demonstrate some of the features of GPTIPS 2, focusing on the visual analytics 

tools provided for the development of portable multigene symbolic regression mod-

els. Section 5 describes a new gene-centric approach to identifying and removing 

horizontal bloat in multigene regression models, with emphasis on the new visual 

analysis tool provided in GPTIPS to do this. Finally, the chapter ends with some 

concluding remarks in Section 6. 
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2 GPTIPS 2 – Overview 

GPTIPS (version 1) has become a widely used technology platform for symbolic 

data mining via MGGP. It is used by researchers globally and has been successfully 

deployed in dozens of application areas. 1 

GPTIPS using MGGP based regression has been shown to outperform existing 

soft-computing/machine learning methods such as neural networks, support vector 

machines etc. on many problem domains in terms of predictive performance and 

model simplicity. Examples include:  

 

 Global solar irradiation prediction – MGGP was noted to give clearly bet-

ter results than fuzzy logic and neural networks and the resulting equations 

were understandable by humans [8].  

 The automated derivation of correlations governing the fundamental prop-

erties of the motion of particles in fluids, a key subject in powder technol-

ogy, chemical and environmental engineering. The evolved models were 

significantly better (up to 70%) than the existing empirical correlations [9]. 

 The reverse engineering of the structure of the interactions in biological 

transcription networks from time series data, attaining model accuracy of 

around 99% [10]. 

 The use of MGGP for the accurate modelling and analysis of data from 

complex geotechnical and earthquake engineering problems [5, 11]. It was 

noted that the evolved equations were highly accurate and ‘particularly val-

uable for pre-design practices’ [5]. 

 

The symbolic engine of GPTIPS, i.e. the mechanism whereby new equations are 

generated and improved over a number of iterations, is a variant of GP called mul-

tigene genetic programming (MGGP, e.g. see [12, 13, 14]) which uses a modified 

GP algorithm to evolve data structures that contain multiple trees (genes). An ex-

ample of a single tree representing a gene is shown in Fig. 1. This represents the 

equation sin(x1) + sin(3x1). A typical GPTIPS multigene regression model consists 

of a weighted linear combination of genes such as these. 

                                                           
1 A list of research literature using GPTIPS is maintained at 

https://sites.google.com/site/gptips4matlab/application-areas 
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Fig. 1. Example of a tree (gene) representing the model term sin(x1) + sin(3x1). This tree visuali-

sation was created as a graphic within an HTML file using the GPTIPS 2 drawtrees function. 

The appearance of the trees is user customisable using simple CSS. 

GPTIPS is a generic tree based GP platform and has a pluggable architecture. 

This means that users can easily write their objective/fitness functions (e.g. for sym-

bolic classification and symbolic optimisation) and plug them into GPTIPS without 

having to modify any GPTIPS code.  

GPTIPS also has many features aimed specifically at developing multigene sym-

bolic regression models. This combines the ability to evolve new equation model 

terms of MGGP with the power of classical linear least squares parameter estima-

tion to optimally combine these model terms in order to minimise a prediction error 

metric over a data set.  It is sometimes helpful to think of GPTIPS multigene regres-

sion models as pseudo-linear models in that they are linear combinations of low 

order non-linear transformations of the input variables. These transformations can 

be regarded as meta-variables in their own right.  

Multigene symbolic regression has been shown to be able to evolve compact, 

accurate models and perform automatic feature selection even when there are more 

than 1500 input variables [14]. It has been demonstrated that multigene symbolic 

regression can be more accurate and efficient than ‘standard’ GP for modelling non-

linear problems (e.g. see [5, 11]). 

2.1 GPTIPS Feature Overview 

GPTIPS is mostly a command line driven modelling environment and it requires 

only a basic working knowledge of MATLAB. The user creates a simple configu-

ration file where the data is loaded from file (or generated algorithmically within 

the configuration file) and configuration options set (numerous example configura-

tion files and several example data sets are provided with GPTIPS). GPTIPS auto-

matically generates default values for the majority of configuration options and 

these can be modified in the configuration file. Typical configuration options that 

the user sets are population size, maximum number of generations to run for, num-

ber of genes and tournament size. However, there are a large number of other run 
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configuration options that the user can explore. In addition, GPTIPS 2 has the fol-

lowing features to support effective non-linear symbolic model development, ana-

lytics, export and deployment: 

 

 Automatic support for the Parallel Computing Toolbox: fitness and com-

plexity calculations are split across multiple cores allowing significant run 

speedup. 

 Automatic support for training, validation and test data sets and compre-

hensive reporting of performance stats for each. 

 An extensive set of functions for tree building blocks is provided: plus, 

minus, multiply, divide (protected and unprotected), add3 (ternary addi-

tion), mult3 (ternary multiplication), tanh, cos, sin, exp, log10, square, 

power, abs, cube, sqrt, exp (- x), if-then-else, -x, greater than (>), less than 

(<), Gaussian (exp (x2)) and threshold and step functions. Furthermore – 

virtually any built in MATLAB math function can be used a tree building 

block function (sometimes a minor modification is required such as writing 

a wrapper function for the built in function). In general, it is very easy for 

users to define their own building block functions. 

 Tight integration with MATLAB’s MuPAD symbolic math engine to fa-

cilitate the post-run analysis, simplification and deployment of models. 

 Run termination criteria. In addition to number of generations to run for, it 

is usually helpful to specify additional run termination criteria in order to 

avoid waste of computational effort. In GPTIPS, the maximum amount of 

time to run for (in seconds) can be set for each run as well as a target fit-

ness. E.g. for multigene regression the target fitness can be set as model 

root mean squared error (RMSE) on the training data. 

 Multiple independent runs where the populations are automatically merged 

after the completion of the runs. It is usually beneficial to allocate a rela-

tively small amount of computational effort to each of multiple runs rather 

than to perform a single large run (e.g. 10 runs of 10 seconds each rather 

than a single run of 100 seconds). E.g. this ‘multi-start’ approach mitigates 

problems with the possible loss of model diversity over a run and with the 

GP algorithm getting stuck in local minima. In addition, GPTIPS 2 pro-

vides functionality such that final populations of separate runs may be 

manually merged by the user. 

 Steady-state GP and fitness caching. 

 Two measures of tree complexity: node count and expressional complexity 

[6]. The latter is a more fine-grained measure of model complexity and is 

used to promote flatter trees over deep trees. This has significant benefits 

(albeit at extra computation cost) in evolving compact, low complexity 

models. For a single tree, expressional complexity is computed by sum-

ming together the node count of itself and all its possible full sub-trees (a 

leaf node is also considered a full sub-tree) as illustrated in [6]. Hence, for 

two trees with the same node count, flatter and balanced trees have a lower 
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expressional complexity than deeper ones. For instance, the tree shown in 

Fig. 1 has a total node count of 8 and contains 8 possible sub-trees. The 

sum of the node counts of the 8 possible full sub-trees gives, in this case, 

an expressional complexity of 23. For multigene individuals, the overall 

expressional complexity is computed as the simple sum of the expressional 

complexities of its constituent trees.  

 Regular tournament selection (considers fitness only), Pareto tournament 

selection (considers fitness and model complexity) and lexicographic tour-

nament selection (similar to regular tournament selection but always 

chooses the less complex model in the event of a fitness ‘tie’). The user 

can set the probability of a particular tournament type occurring at every 

selection event (i.e. each time the GP algorithm selects an individual for 

crossover, mutation etc.). E.g. the user can set half of all selection events 

to be performed by regular tournament and half by Pareto tournament. Pa-

reto tournaments of size P for two objectives are implemented using the 

O(P2) fast non-dominated sort algorithm described in [15]2. 

 6 different tree mutation operators. 

 Interactive graphical population browser showing Pareto front individuals 

in terms of fitness (or for multigene regression models, the coefficient of 

determination R2) and complexity on training, validation and test data sets. 

This facilitates the exploration of multigene regression models that are ac-

curate but not overly complex and the identification of models that gener-

alise well across data sets. 

 A configurable multigene regression model filter object that enables the 

progressive refinement of populations according to model performance, 

model complexity and other user criteria (e.g. the presence of certain input 

variables in a model). 

 Functions to export any symbolic regression model to (a) a symbolic math 

object (b) a standalone MATLAB file for use outside GPTIPS (c) snippets 

of optimised C code – which may be easily manually ported to other lan-

guages such as Java (d) an anonymous MATLAB function or function han-

dle (e) an HTML formatted equation (f) a LaTeX formatted equation (g) a 

MATLAB data structure containing highly detailed information on the 

model as well as the individual gene predictions on training, test and vali-

dation data. 

 Standalone (i.e. can be viewed in a web browser without the need for 

MATLAB) HTML model report generator. This enables a comprehensive 

performance and statistical analysis of any model in the population to be 

exported to HTML for later reference. The HTML report contains interac-

tive graphical displays of model performance and model genotype and 

phenotype structure. 

                                                           
2 Currently, the Pareto tournament implementation does not support more than 2 objectives. 
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 Customisable standalone HTML model report generator to visualise the 

tree structure(s) comprising an individual/model.  

 Standalone HTML Pareto front report generator to allow the interactive 

visualisation of simplified multigene regression models in tabular format, 

sortable by performance (in terms of the coefficient of determination, i.e. 

model R2) and model complexity. 

 Regression Error Characteristic (REC; [16]) curves to allow simple graph-

ical comparisons of the predictive performance of selected multigene re-

gression models. 

3 Multigene Symbolic Regression and MGGP – Overview and 

Mathematical context  

In this section, multigene symbolic regression is described in a mathematical 

context and compared with some other common symbolic regression methods as 

well as multiple linear regression (MLR). In addition, the mechanics of the MGGP 

algorithm are described, including a new, simplified high level crossover operator 

to expedite the exchange of genes between individuals during the simulated evolu-

tionary process. 

3.1 Multigene Symbolic Regression 

3.1.1 Naïve Symbolic Regression 

In early standard formulations of symbolic regression (which will be referred to 

as naïve symbolic regression) GP was often used to evolve a population of trees, 

each of which is interpreted directly as a symbolic mathematical equation that pre-

dicts a (N × 1) vector of outputs/responses y where N is the number of observations 

of the response variable y. The corresponding input matrix X is an (N × M) data 

matrix where M is the number of input variables. In general, only a subset of the M 

variables are ‘selected’ by GP to form the models. In naïve symbolic regression, the 

ith column of X comprises the N input values for the ith variable and is designated 

the input variable xi.  Fig. 2 illustrates naïve symbolic regression.  

Typically, the GP algorithm will attempt to minimise the sum of squared errors 

(SSE) between the observed response y and the predicted response ŷ (where the (N 

× 1) error vector e is y - ŷ) although other error measures are also frequently used, 

e.g. the mean squared error (MSE) and the root mean squared error (RMSE), the 

latter having the advantage that it is expressed in the units of the response variable 

y. 
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Fig. 2. Naïve symbolic regression. The prediction of the response data y is the unmodified output 

of a single tree that takes as its inputs one or more columns of the data matrix X. 

3.1.2 Scaled Symbolic Regression 

To improve the efficacy of symbolic regression a bias (offset) term b0 and a 

weighting/scaling term b1 can be used to modify the tree output so that it fits y better. 

The values of these coefficients are determined by linear least squares and, for any 

valid tree, the prediction is guaranteed to be at least as good as the naïve prediction. 

It will almost always be better (the only case where it is not is the case b0 = 0 and 

b1 = 1). This method is essentially the same as scaled symbolic regression [17] be-

cause the coefficients b0 and b1 translate and linearly scale the raw output of the tree 

in such a way as to minimise the prediction error of y as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Scaled symbolic regression. The prediction of the response data y is the vector output of 

single tree modified by a bias term b0 and a scaling parameter b1. These are determined by linear 

least squares. 

Hence, the prediction of y is given by: 

 

ŷ = b0 + b1 t        (3) 

 

where t is the (N × 1) vector of outputs from the GP tree on the training data. 

This may also be written as: 

 

ŷ = Db        (4) 

 

where b is a (2 × 1) vector comprising the b0 and b1 coefficients and D is an (N 

× 2) matrix where the 1st column is a column of ones (this is used as a bias/offset 

input) and the 2nd column is the tree outputs t. The optimal linear least squares esti-

mate (i.e. that which minimises the SSE eTe) of b is computed from y and D using 

the well known least squares normal equation as shown in (5) where DT is the matrix 

ŷ = 

 

  

 

 

  

ŷ = b0  +  b1 × 
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transpose of D. Note that the optimality of the estimate of b is only strictly true if a 

number of assumptions are met such as independence of the columns of D and nor-

mally distributed errors. In practice, these assumptions are rarely strictly met – but 

with the use of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (described in the following sec-

tion) – the violations of these assumptions do not appear to prevent the practical 

development of effective symbolic regression models. 

 

b = (DT D)-1 DT y       (5) 

3.1.3 Multigene Symbolic Regression 

A generalisation of the previous approach is to use G trees to predict the response 

data y. GPTIPS uses MGGP to evolve the trees comprising the additive model terms 

in each individual and this is referred to as multigene symbolic regression.  

Again, there is an offset/bias coefficient b0 and now the coefficients b1, b2, ..., bG 

are used for scaling the output of each tree/gene. A linear combination of scaled tree 

outputs can capture non-linear behaviour much more effectively than using scaled 

symbolic regression, in which one tree must capture all of the non-linear behaviour. 

Moreover, by enforcing depth restricted trees and using other strategies such as 

Pareto tournaments and expressional complexity, this leads to the evolution of com-

pact models that tend to have linearly separable terms and so lend themselves to 

automated post-run model simplification using symbolic math software. The struc-

ture of multigene symbolic regression models is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Multigene symbolic regression. The prediction of the response data y is the vector output 

of G trees modified by bias term b0 and scaling parameters b1, ..., bG. 

The prediction of the y training data is given by: 

 

ŷ = b0 + b1 t1 + … + bG tG       (6) 

 

where ti is the (N × 1) vector of outputs from the ith tree/gene comprising a mul-

tigene individual. Next, define G as a (N × (G + 1)) gene response matrix as follows 

in (7).  

  

G = [1 t1 … tG]        (7) 

+ ... + bG × + b2 × 

 

  

 

 

 

ŷ = b0 + b1 × 
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where the 1 refers to a (N × 1) column of ones used as a bias/offset input.  

 

Now (6) can be rewritten as: 

 

ŷ = Gb        (8) 

 

The least squares estimate of the coefficients b0, b1, b2,..., bG formulated as a ((G 

+ 1) × 1) vector can be computed from the training data as: 

 

b = (GT G)-1 GT y       (9) 

 

In practice, the columns of the gene response matrix G may be collinear (e.g. 

due to duplicate genes in an individual, and so the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse 

(by means of the singular value decomposition; SVD) is used in (9) instead of the 

standard matrix inverse. Because this is computed for every individual in a GPTIPS 

population at each generation (except for cached individuals), the computation of 

the gene weighting coefficients represents a significant proportion of the computa-

tional expense of a run. In GPTIPS, the RMSE is then calculated from eTe and is 

used as the fitness/objective function that is minimised by the MGGP algorithm3. 

Compare this with classical MLR which is typically of the form: 

 

ŷ = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + ... + aN xM                 (10) 

 

Here, the data/design matrix X is defined as: 

 

X = [1 x1 … xM]                   (11) 

 

and this allows the least squares computation of the coefficients a0, a1, … aM as: 

 

a = (XT X)-1 XT y                  (12) 

 

where a is a ((M + 1) × 1) vector containing the a coefficients. 

This section described how a multigene individual can be interpreted as a linear-

in-the-parameters regression model and how the model coefficients are computed 

using least squares. The following section outlines how MGGP actually generates 

and evolves the trees that the form the component genes of multigene regression 

models.  

                                                           
3 Although RMSE is the default fitness measure, this can be easily changed to, for example, 

MSE by a very minor edit to the file containing the default fitness function. 
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3.2 Multigene Genetic Programming 

Here it is outlined how multigene individuals are created and then iteratively 

evolved by the MGGP algorithm. This algorithm is similar to a ‘standard’ GP algo-

rithm except for modifications made to facilitate the crossover and mutation of mul-

tigene individuals. Note that - although GPTIPS uses MGGP primarily for symbolic 

regression - the algorithmic implementation of MGGP is independent of the inter-

pretation of the multigene individuals as regression models. Multigene individuals 

can also be used in other contexts, e.g. classification trees [3]. In GPTIPS there is a 

clear modular separation of the MGGP code and the code that implements multi-

gene regression. GPTIPS has a simple pluggable architecture in that it provides ex-

plicit code hooks to allow the addition of new code that interprets multigene indi-

viduals in a way of the user’s choosing (the code for performing multigene 

regression is - by default - attached to these hooks). Note that MGGP also implicitly 

assumes that the specific ordering of genes in any individual is unimportant. 

In the first generation of the MGGP algorithm, a population of random individ-

uals is generated (it is currently not possible to seed the population with partial so-

lutions). For each new individual, a tree representing each gene is randomly gener-

ated (subject to depth constraints) using the user’s specified palette of building 

block functions and the available M input variables x1, …, xM as well as (optionally) 

ephemeral random constants (ERCs) which are generated in a range specified by 

the user (the default range is -10 to 10). ). In the first generation the MGGP algo-

rithm attempts to maximise diversity by ensuring that no individuals contain dupli-

cate genes. However, due to computational expense, this is not enforced for subse-

quent generations of evolved individuals. 

Each individual is specified to contain (randomly) between 1 and Gmax genes. 

Gmax is a parameter set by the user. When using MGGP for regression, a high Gmax 

may capture more non-linear behaviour but there is the risk of overfitting the train-

ing data and creating models that contain complex terms that contribute little or 

nothing to the model’s predictive performance (horizontal bloat). This is discussed 

further in Section 5. Conversely, setting Gmax to 1 is equivalent to performing scaled 

symbolic regression. 

As in standard GP, at each generation individuals are selected probabilistically 

for breeding (using regular or Pareto tournaments or a mixture of both). Each tour-

nament results in an individual being selected based on either its fitness or – for 

Pareto tournaments - its fitness and its complexity (the user can set this to be either 

the total node count of all the genes in an individual or the total expressional com-

plexity of all the genes in an individual).  

In MGGP, there are two types of crossover operators: high level crossover and 

the standard GP sub-tree crossover, which is referred to as low level crossover. The 

high level crossover operator is used as a probabilistically selected alternative to the 

ordinary low level crossover (in GPTIPS the default is that approximately a fifth of 

crossover events are high level crossovers).  
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When low level crossover is selected a gene is randomly chosen from each par-

ent. These genes undergo GP sub-tree crossover with each other and the offspring 

genes replace the original genes in the parent models. The offspring are then copied 

into the new population. 

When high level crossover is selected an individual may acquire whole genes - 

or have them deleted. This allows individuals to exchange one or more genes with 

another selected individual (subject to the Gmax constraint).  

In GPTIPS 2 the high level crossover operator described in [12, 13, 14] has been 

simplified and is outlined below between a parent individual consisting of the 3 

genes labelled (G1 G2 G3) and a parent individual consisting of the genes labelled 

(G4 G5 G6 G7) where (in this hypothetical case) Gmax = 5. 

 

Parents:  (G1 G2 G3) 

  (G4 G5 G6 G7)  

 

A crossover rate parameter CR (where 0 < CR < 1) is defined. This is similar to 

the CR parameter used in differential evolution (DE, see [18]) and a uniform ran-

dom number r between 0 and 1 is generated independently for each gene in the 

parents. If r is ≤ CR then the corresponding gene is moved to the other individual. 

The default value of CR in GPTIPS 2 is 0.5.  

Hence, randomly selected genes (highlighted in boldface above) are exchanged 

resulting in two offspring in the next generation. 

 

Offspring:  (G1 G3 G4 G7) 

  (G5 G6 G2)  

 

This high level crossover mechanism is referred to as rate based high level cross-

over to distinguish it from the two point high level crossover mechanism in GPTIPS 

version 1 (which swapped contiguous sections of genes from individuals). Note that 

the rate based high level crossover mechanism results in new genes for both indi-

viduals as well as reducing the overall number of genes for one model and increas-

ing the total number of genes for the other. If an exchange of genes results in either 

offspring containing more genes than the Gmax constraint then genes are randomly 

deleted until the constraint is no longer violated. 

4 Using GPTIPS  

In this section it will be illustrated how GPTIPS 2 may be used to generate, ana-

lyse and export non-linear multigene regression models, both using command line 

tools and visual analytics tools and reports. The example screenshots in the Figures 

contained in this section are taken from example runs from various data sets using 
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configuration files and data that are provided with GPTIPS 2. The screenshots were 

obtained using MATLAB Release 2014b on OSX.  

4.1 Running GPTIPS 

As discussed in Section 2.1, the user creates a simple text configuration file that 

specifies some basic run parameters and either loads in the data to be modelled from 

file or algorithmically generates it. Any unspecified parameters are set to GPTIPS 

default values. 

To run the configuration file (here called configFileName.m) the rungp 

function is used as follows: 

 

gp = rungp(@configFileName) 

 

where the @ symbol denotes a MATLAB function handle to the configuration 

file.  

The GPTIPS run then begins. When it is complete – the population and all other 

relevant data is stored in the MATLAB ‘struct’ variable gp. This is used as a basis 

for all subsequent analyses. 

4.2 Exploratory Post Run Analyses 

GPTIPS provides a number of exploratory post-run interactive visualisation and 

analysis tools. For instance, a simple summary of any run can be generated using 

the summary function and an example is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. An example of a run summary in GPTIPS. Generated using the summary function. 

For multigene symbolic regression this shows in the upper part of the chart – by 

default – the log10 value of the best RMSE (this is the error metric that GPTIPS 

attempts to minimise over the training data) achieved in the population over the 

generations of a run. The lower part of the chart shows the mean RMSE achieved 

in the population. 

Other tools are intended to help the user to identify a model (or small set of mod-

els) that look promising and worthy of further investigation. One of the most useful 

visual analytic tools is the population browser. This interactive tool visually illus-

trates the entire population in terms of its predictive performance and model com-

plexity characteristics. This is generated using the popbrowser function. An ex-

ample of this is shown in Fig. 6. Each model is plotted as a dot with (1- R2) on the 

vertical axis and expressional complexity on the horizontal axis. The Pareto front 

models are highlighted in green and it is almost always these models that will be of 

the greatest interest to the user. In particular, the Pareto models in the lower left of 

the population (high R2 and low complexity) are usually where a satisfactory solu-

tion may be found. 
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Fig. 6. Visually browsing a multigene regression model population. Green dots represent the 

Pareto front of models in terms of model performance (1 – R2) and model complexity. Blue dots 

represent non-Pareto models. The red circled dot represents the best model in the population in 

terms of R2 on the training data. Clicking on a dot shows a yellow popup containing the model ID 

and the simplified model equation. Generated using the popbrowser function. 

 

This visualisation may be used with the training, validation or test data sets. For 

example Fig. 6 was generated using: 

 

popbrowser(gp,’train’) 

 

Another way of displaying information about Pareto front models in a population 

is by use of the paretoreport function. This creates a standalone HTML file – 

viewable in a web browser – that includes a table listing the simplified model equa-

tions along with the model performance and expressional complexity. The table is 

interactive and the models can be sorted by performance or complexity by clicking 

on the appropriate column header. An example of an extract from such a report is 

shown in Fig. 7. This report assists the user in rapidly identifying the most promis-

ing model or models to investigate in more detail. 
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Fig. 7. Extract from a Pareto front model HTML report. GPTIPS 2 can generate a standalone 

interactive HTML report listing the multigene regression models on the Pareto front in terms of 

their simplified equation structure, expressional complexity and performance on the training data 

(R2). The above table is sortable by clicking on the appropriate column header. Generated using 

the paretoreport function. 

 

It is also possible to filter populations according to various user criteria using the 

gpmodelfilter object. The output of this filter is another gp data structure 

which is functionally identical to the original (in the sense that any of the command 

line and visual analysis tools may be applied to it) except that models not fulfilling 

user criteria have been removed.  

For example, if the user wants to only retain models that (a) have an R2 greater 

than 0.8 (b) contain the input variables x1 and x2 and (c) do not contain the variable 

x4 then the filter can be configured and executed as follows: 

 

Create a new filter object f: 

 

f = gpmodelfilter 

 

Next set the user criteria, i.e. models must have R2 (training data) greater or equal 

to 0.8: 

 

f.minR2train = 0.8 
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Must include x1 and x2: 

 

f.includeVars = [1 2] 

 

Must exclude x4: 

 

f.excludeVars = 4 

 

Finally, apply the filter to the existing population structure gp to create a new 

one gpf : 

 

gpf = f.applyFilter(gp) 

 

At this point the user may apply the exploratory tools (e.g. paretoreport) to 

the refined population to zero in on models of interest fulfilling certain criteria. 

Other criteria that can be set include maximum expressional complexity, maximum 

and minimum number of variables and Pareto front (i.e. exclude all models not on 

the Pareto front). 

4.3 Model Performance Analyses 

Once a model (or set of models) has been identified using the tools described 

above, the detailed performance of the model can be assessed by use of the 

runtree function. This essentially re-runs the model on the training data (and 

validation and test data, if present) and generates a set of graphs including predicted 

vs actual y and scatterplots of predicted vs actual y. These graphs can be generated 

using the numeric model ID (e.g. from the popbrowser visualisation) as an input 

argument to runtree or by using keywords such as ‘best’ (best model on training 

data) and ‘testbest’ (best model on test data), e.g.  

 

runtree(gp,’testbest’) 

 

This is a common design pattern across a large number of GPTIPS functions. An 

example of the scatterplots generated by runtree is shown in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 8. Performance scatterplots on training and testing data sets for a selected multigene re-

gression model. Generated by the runtree function. 

 

Additionally, for any model a standalone HTML report containing detailed tab-

ulated run configuration, performance and structural (simplified model equations 

and trees structures) data may be generated using the gpmodelreport function. 

These reports contain interactive scatter charts similar to that in Fig. 8. The reports 

are fairly lengthy – however – and so are not illustrated here. 

A way of comparing the performance of a small set of models simultaneously is 

to generate regression error characteristic (REC; [16]) curves using the com-

pareModelsREC function. REC curves are similar to receiver operating charac-

teristic curves (ROC) used to graphically depict the performance of classifiers on a 

data set. An example of REC curves generated using the compareModelsREC 

function is shown below in Fig. 9. The user can specify what curves to compare in 

the arguments to the function, e.g. 

 

compareModelsREC(gp,[2 3 9], true) 

 

where the final Boolean true argument indicates that the best model on the 

training data should also be plotted in addition to models 2, 3 and 9.  
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Fig. 9. Regression error characteristic (REC) curves. GPTIPS 2 allows the simple comparison 

between multigene regression models in terms of REC curves which are similar to receiver oper-

ating characteristic (ROC) curves for classifiers. The REC curves show the proportion of data 

points predicted (y axis) with an accuracy better than the corresponding point on the x axis. Hence, 

‘better’ models lie to the upper left of the diagram. Generated using the compareModelsREC 

function. 

4.4 Model Conversion and Export 

Finally, there is a variety of functions provided to convert and/or export models 

to different formats, e.g. to convert a model with numeric ID 5 to a standalone 

MATLAB M file called model.m then the gpmodel2mfile function may be 

used as follows: 

 

gpmodel2mfile(gp,5,’model’) 

 

To convert a model to a symbolic math object, the gpmodel2sym function may 

be used in a similar way. A symbolic math object can then be converted to a string 

containing a snippet of C code using the ccode function.  
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5 Reducing Model Complexity using Gene Analysis 

5.1 Horizontal Model Bloat  

GP frequently suffers from the phenomenon of ‘bloat’, i.e. the tendency to evolve 

trees that contain terms that confer little or no performance benefit, e.g. see [19]. In 

terms of model development this is related to the phenomenon of overfitting. 

GPTIPS 2 contains a number of mechanisms intended to mitigate this. For instance: 

the use of fairly stringent restrictions on maximum tree depth (to ameliorate vertical 

bloat), the use of tree expressional complexity as a measure of model complexity 

(rather than a simple node count) to promote flatter trees over deeper ones during 

the simulated evolutionary process, the integration of the train-validate-test model 

development cycle, and the use of Pareto tournaments to select models that perform 

well (in terms of goodness of fit) and are not overly complex. 

However, the use of multigene regression models in GPTIPS leads to another 

type of bloat that is referred to here as horizontal bloat. This is the tendency of 

multigene models to acquire genes that are either performance neutral (i.e. deliver 

no improvement in R2 on the training data) or offer very small incremental perfor-

mance improvements. Clearly - in the majority of practical applications - these 

terms are undesirable. 

Horizontal bloat is the essentially the same behaviour exhibited by non-regular-

ised MLR models, where it is well known that the addition of model terms leads to 

a monotonically increasing R2 on training data even though the terms may not be 

meaningful (e.g. they are capturing noise) or allow the model to generalise well to 

testing or validation data sets.  Multigene regression is a type of pseudo-linear MLR 

model and it suffers from the same problem. A typical way to combat this behaviour 

in MLR is to employ a method of regularisation to penalise for model complexity 

(e.g. ridge regression [20] and the lasso [21]). These methods can be difficult to tune 

in practice, however. 

Ostensibly, the simplest way to way to prevent horizontal bloat in multigene re-

gression is to limit the maximum allowed number of genes Gmax in a model. In prac-

tice, however, it is not usually easy to judge the optimal value of Gmax for any given 

problem. An alternative approach - and one that emphasises the human factor in 

instilling trust in models - is to provide a software mechanism that guides the user 

to take high performance models and delete selected genes to reduce the model 

complexity whilst maintaining a relatively high goodness of fit in terms of R2. In 

the following section GPTIPS 2 functionality for expediting this process is de-

scribed. 
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5.2 Unique Gene Analysis 

In GPTIPS 2, a new way of analysing the unique genes contained in a population 

of evolved models has been developed. This allows the user to visualise the genes 

in a population and to identify genes in an existing model that can be removed thus 

reducing model complexity whilst having only a relatively small impact on the 

model’s predictive performance.  The visualisation aspect (i.e. the ability to see the 

gene equation and the R2 value if the gene were removed) is important because it 

allows the user to rapidly make an informed choice about which model terms to 

remove. Often this choice is based on problem domain knowledge of the system 

being modelled. For example, the user might want to delete a model term such as 

sin(1- x3) because it is inconsistent with his or her knowledge about the underlying 

data or system. This gene-centric visualisation allows users to tailor evolved models 

to suit their own preferences and knowledge of the modelled data.  

An additional benefit of being able to visualise the genes in a model is that it 

expedites the process of human understanding of the model and intuition into which 

model terms account for a high degree of predictive ability and which account for 

lower amounts.  

After a GPTIPS run has been completed, the user can extract a MATLAB data 

structure containing all of the unique genes in a population using the 

uniquegenes function as indicated below: 

 

genes = uniquegenes(gp) 

 

This function does the following: 

 

 Extracts every genotype i.e. tree encoded gene (gene weights are ignored) 

from each model in the population. 

 Deletes duplicate genotypes. 

 Converts the unique genotypes to symbolic math objects (phenotypes) and 

then analytically simplifies them using MATLAB’s symbolic math engine 

(MuPAD). 

 Deletes any duplicate symbolic math objects representing genes and as-

signs a numeric ID to the remaining unique gene objects. 

 

Note that it is quite frequent that two different genotypes will, after conversion 

to symbolic math objects and automated analytic simplification, resolve to the same 

phenotype. 

Next - to provide an interactive visualisation of the genes in the population and 

a selected model - the genebrowser function is used. In the example below, it 

is used on the model that performed best (in terms of R2) on the training data. 

 

genebrowser(gp,genes,’best’) 
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Clicking on any blue bar shows a yellow popup containing the symbolic version 

of the gene and the reduction in R2 that would result if that gene were to be removed 

from the model. Conversely, clicking on any orange bar in the lower axis does the 

same for genes that are not in the current model and shows the increase in R2 that 

would be attained if that gene were added to the model.  

 

 

Fig. 6.  Reducing model complexity using the genebrowser analysis tool. The upper bar chart 

shows the gene number and expressional complexity of genes comprising the selected model. The 

lower bar chart shows genes in the population but not in the selected model. Clicking on a blue bar 

representing a model gene reveals a popup containing the gene equation and the R2 (on the training 

data) if that gene were removed from the model. Here it shows that the highlighted gene/model 

term 81.382 x1 x4 cos(x1-x4) is a horizontal bloat term and could be removed from the model with 

a very minor decrease in R2. 

Once the user has identified a suitable gene to be removed from the model, a new 

model without the gene can be generated using the genes2gpmodel function us-

ing the unique gene IDs as input arguments. The data structure returned from this 

function can be examined using the provided tools - as well as exported in various 

formats - in exactly the same way as any model contained within the population. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this chapter GPTIPS 2, the latest version of the free open source software 

platform for symbolic data mining, has been described. It is emphasised that the 

software is aimed at non-experts in machine learning and computing science – and 

that the software tools provided within GPTIPS are intended to facilitate the dis-

covery, understanding and deployment of simple, useful symbolic mathematical 

models automatically generated from non-linear and high dimensional data. 

In addition, it has been emphasised that GPTIPS is also intended as an enabling 

technology platform for researchers who wish to add their own code in order to 

investigate symbolic data mining problems such as symbolic classification and sym-

bolic optimisation. Whilst this article has focused largely on symbolic regression, 

future updates to GPTIPS 2 will include improved out-of-the-box functionality to 

support symbolic classification. 

Finally, it is noted that GPTIPS 2 provides a novel gene-centric approach (and 

corresponding visual analytic tools) to identifying and removing unnecessary com-

plexity (horizontal bloat) in multigene regression models, leading to the identifica-

tion of accurate, user tailored, compact and data driven symbolic models.  
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